


Market Flash

The Hottest race event generates hottest earnings!

The much awaited 14th version of the Malaysia Grand Prix kicks off next month 
from March 23rd – 25th and promises to be a spectacular and remarkable 
sporting event justifying Malaysia’s love for racing.
Studies from historical data shows that 2011 Grand Prix churned out cash flows 
of approximately RM 200 million and that the average expenditure of a foreigner 
was around RM 7000 and that of a domestic spectator was around RM 2500.
The title sponsor PETRONAS is doing all that it can through promotional events 
and other strategies to draw the crowds and reap the benefits for the nation from 
the public`s love and appreciation for the sport. Tickets are also available with 
various packages (airfare, accommodation and city tours)

India – Tourism – FDI’s!

“Beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder”
Government of India has always had a soft corner for the tourism ministry. This makes India a hot destination 

for investment in tourism. Last year`s budget provisioned a hefty Rs. 1000 crore 
to the ministry of Tourism. Also 100 percent FDI is allowed by the government in 
hotels and tourism sector. The incredible India campaign redefined the untapped 
beauty India possesses to foreign tourists.
The five year tax holiday announced has been a 
boon for infrastructure and development at certain 

destinations which has led to hospitality giants like Hilton, Accor, Cabana, 
Marriot, Berggruen and many others to plan major investments in recent years. 
A forecast of an increase of 11.41 billion US $ is expected in the next 2 years.
Some major untapped forums targeted are the medical, spiritual, rural, adventure, 
ecotourism and various other types.

And the winner is Madhya Pradesh and Sikkim!

“Tourism, in fact, is one of the windows of the country to the outside world… 
Tourism needs to be responsible which means that the footprints of tourists have 
to be handled in a manner that respects cultural traditions and protects fragile eco 
systems” said the President of India, Ms. Pratibha Patil who graced the National 
Tourism Award ceremony with her presence. Madhya Pradesh bagged 4 awards 
and Sikkim got the award for tourism infrastructure in the north east for the Clean 

India Campaign. Other awards were bagged by Rajasthan and Kerala.
Tourism minister Mr. Subodh Kant Sahai exclaimed that India should be 
portrayed as a 365 – day tourist destination and ensure repeat visits by tourists 
thereby promoting the “nascent and upcoming niche products of the industry”.
It is a moment of pride for the tourism sector as it is the second largest employer 
and revenue earner in India and gets footfalls of around 6 million tourists each 
year. 
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Anil Kapoor to promote tourism of South Africa

South Africa had different plans when it took Bollywood actor Anil Kapoor as 
a brand ambassador. It was his close relationship with the country over the last 
decade, besides being easily identifiable among the large Indian population that 
made him the natural choice. Lance Littlefield, country head in India for South 
African Tourism, explains, “Anil is one of the few Bollywood actors who have 
shot five movies in South Africa. He has been visiting the country for more than a 
decade now for business and leisure.”

South Africa wants its association with its global 
ambassador to go beyond advertisements. “Given his 
vast repertoire of work, he will help us establish ties with 
newer audiences both in India and overseas. Till date 
no campaigns with him have been executed. However, 
the actor does have plans to use the beautiful locales 
of South Africa for his forthcoming movies,” adds 
Littlefield. The board hopes to build a rapport with both 
Indian film directors and Indian audiences through Anil 
Kapoor’s films in South Africa.

God’s Own Country 

International celebrities recommend Kerala as the best 
tourism destination in world of Twitter. The celebrities have 
beckoned their followers on this social networking site to 
visit God’s Own Country at least once in their lifetime and 
enjoy its verdant beauty.

“It has been amazing. Spice boat cruise on Kerala backwaters 
has been one of the best experiences of my life,” renowned 
British actress Sadie Frost tweeted.
 Indian origin British actor-singer Preeya Kalidas who acted 
in the popular British soap opera ‘East Enders’ and A R 
Rahman’s ‘Bombay Dreams’ wrote in Twitter during her 
holidays that, Kerala is culturally diverse and beautiful. 

‘Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows II’ actor Bill Nighy’s daughter Mary Nighy, 
an actor and filmmaker herself, is also among international celebrities who have 
given the thumbs up to Kerala.

Indian tourism sector is shining with an average growth 
rate of 9.72% in terms of revenue. The initiation from the 
central government to promote tourism in the country had 
witnessed steady growth both in terms of foreign tourist 
arrivals and foreign exchange earnings. With the slogan 
of ‘Atithi devo bhava’ India portrays its image of Rich 
cultural Heritage, Demographic Features and Land of Rich 
Biodiversity. Every year Indian tourism accounts for high 
contribution of GDP next to industrial and agriculture 
sector which is 6.23%. Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Delhi, Uttar 
Pradesh and Rajasthan are the top 5 states to receive 

inbound tourists.
Gujarat which is well known as an industrial hub and is a famous destination for FDI’s 
because of its political and investment friendly policies has successfully gained recognition 
as the famous industrial tourism hub. The person to be thankful to for this change would 
be Mr.NarendraModi. The overlooked state is trying to transform its notion of industry 
centric to rich culture heritage. Mr.Amithab Bachaan has been associated with Gujarat 
tourism board in promoting its tourism. The Laid Back Exportugese island of Diu, 
the city of Bhuj, Salty Plains of the little Rann of Kutch etc are some of the must watch 
destinations on your next itinerary to India.

India’s famous outbound package tour brand and well renowned organization which 
is formed by acquisition of SOTC and Kuoni group is Kuoni Holidays. Kuoni India 
strengthened its position with the launch of ‘Kuoni’ India’s only travel brand focused 
exclusively on the luxury segment. Taking holidaying to an all new level, Kuoni offers 
enhanced and distinctive holiday experiences complete with expert suggestions from a 
panel of Kuoni certified counselors. Kuoni offers a breath taking collection of exclusive spa 
facilities, beach resorts, honeymoon destinations, adventure holidays, wildlife safaris and 

luxury cruises among other holiday options. The company 
realizes the importance of experimental travel based on 
principles of responsible tourism, social consciousness, 
environmental concerns and unique cultural experiences 
that bring diverse communities together and increase 
understanding, making these elements the core of its 
travel experience. Kuoni travels India had bagged ‘Best 
Responsible Tourism Project’ by National Tourism awards 
by 2011.
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Entrepreneurial Streak– Dominic Jose

Tourism– Think of this word and one can immediately jump for a 
break from monotony and a ticket to escape from reality!!! Tourism 
in India needs no introduction but few can be good entrepreneurs in 
a cluttered tourism industry as Mr. Dominic Jose has – the MD and 
CEO of CGH Earth headquartered at Kochi, Kerala. 

CGH Earth, formerly known as Casino Group of Hotels is one of 
the largest premium resort chains in India which is well-known for its 
diverse range of tourism and responsible ecotourism packages. It is a family 
owned enterprise which began humbly in 1954 as Casino Hotel in Willingdon 
Island, Cochin (now Kochi). The group, founded by Mr. Dominic Joseph 
Kuruvinakunnal (Dominic Jose’s father), was formerly a restaurant at Willingdon Island which catered to 
dock workers and commuters. Dominic Joseph realised the potential of tourism in Kerala and decided to 
venture into the hotel business and nearing 6 decades now, CGH is strongly positioned as a hospitality chain 
focussing on the experiential tourism concept. They provide tourist packages to their strategically situated 
hotels in various parts of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, North Karnataka and Lakshadweep Islands. 

CGH skilfully blends tourism, nature, local ethos, culture and tradition for a unique and memorable 
experience that others cannot offer easily. This differentiating factor has resulted in fame since they have 
many hotels under their wing namely Spice Village in Thekkady (forest tourism), Coconut Lagoon in 
Kumarakom, Marari Beach in Mararikulam (fishing village), Brunton Boatyard in Cochin, Visalam in 
Chettinad, SwaSwara in Gokarna and Bangaram Island Resort in Lakshadweep. 
At present, the business is managed by Mr. Jose Dominic, MD and CEO of CGH Earth. Exhibiting true 
entrepreneurial spirit, Jose took CGH Earth to new heights with the introduction of Beach resorts, Heritage 
hotels, Backwater resorts, Mountain resorts and Culture hotels (like Kerala mansions called as Theravadas). 
The emphasis now is on Oneness with nature, community, heritage and well-being. Jose integrated services 
like Ayurveda massages, yoga and meditation centres, fusion cuisine that blends Portuguese, Kerala and 
Jewish styles into the tourist packages for a one-of-its-kind feel. The hotels follow resource management 
strictly and well-trained staff guide and help international tourists and tourists from other parts of India 
enjoy their stay down South. A sense of professionalism with a personal touch was instilled by Jose in all his 
employees and he has set a good standard and a favourable brand image for the three letters- CGH. 
 
Ambitious enough, Mr. Jose took CGH to Germany in the form of a cultural centre wherein Indian artistes 
perform; Indian craftsmen work and sell their wares, local chefs sent for short stints whip up Indian 
delicacies and conduct activities that tell more about their other properties. Mr. Jose took a giant leap by 
entering the Japanese shores through a franchisee model so that CGH’s core ideas, values and philosophies 
can be tweaked to the local requirements abroad. He also wants to introduce CGH in north India and is 
working on it. Through Jose, CGH Earth has tie-ups with airlines, Government of India tourism offices and 

state tourism offices for mutually beneficial projects. 
Jose also took a plunge into the airline catering business, housed under Casino 

Air Caterers and Flight Services which had contracts for Cochin and Chennai 
International airports. However due to low margins, he was looking to exit or divest 
a part of the interest so that the focus remains on its highly profitable hospitality 
and tourism business.  It does seem like CGH Earth has taken the path less 
travelled but what’s more, it knows which paths to take in the future – thanks to 
the visionary Jose Dominic who knows what it takes to be in the tourism industry. 

Samsung apps to help the Tourism Industry

Tourism industry is now being flooded with the players coming up with new technology and 
innovation. Such an industry being high on intangibility requires careful assessment between 
core product and services offered. Rooms for visitors are the core products for a hotel but only the 
additional services revolving around the core product completes the Flower of Service. This makes 
the additional services important for the service provider to create experience.

Samsung has come up with similar concept and launched its latest application Best of Britain 
to help visitors during Olympics-2012. It will act as a mobile tool to guide visitors and provide 
information about top places to visit, eating points, nearby accommodations etc. With huge 
number pouring into the country during Olympics, this tool will help visitors access the 
information instantly.

It can also be seen as a replacement for the physical guides that are critical to creating overall 
experience for visitors. Situation wherein satisfaction of visitor gets hampered due to unavailability 
of appropriate information about the place visited can be avoided. This application can give 
accurate details on the preferred destinations and thus reduce the dissatisfaction surfacing due to 
useless guides.

With this initiative, Samsung and Britain’s tourism agency could try facilitating the visitors 
but in the end everything depends upon the customer. It is the customer around whom whole 
organisation perform and hopes for the applause. Only thing which an organisation can do is 
serving by trying stepping in its shoes. Quote-‘The customer perceives service in his or her own 
terms.’- Arch McGill

BRANDING WITH TECHNOLOGY
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Madhya Pradesh Tourism

Madhya Pradesh located right at the centre of the country is often 
referred to as ‘Heart of India.’ It has been home to several religions like 
Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism and others. Beautiful monuments, stupas, 
temples, forts and palaces spread all over the state makes it one of the 
most attractive tourist spots of India.

November 29, 2010 Ogilvy and Mather create a new television 
commercial for Madhya Pradesh Tourism with shadow artists being 
brought down all the way from Bengal. This art form originally started 

in India is now almost on the verge of extinction. This advertisement is the third in the series of the Madhya 
Pradesh Incredible India campaign and without any doubt lives up to the expectation set by its predecessors.
The distinctive tone and personality which had been created by the older commercials in this series has 
been retained successfully without making it look similar to the last ones. It is a bold step that they have 
taken to not to follow the ongoing trends of the tourism advertising, where they typically show visuals of 
tourist destinations, which more often than not ends up looking homogeneous.

The creative team have consciously focused on creating an advertisement which is ‘non tourist’ in nature 
both strategically as well as from the creative angle. No two word on the success of the commercial which 
itself justifies the decision of being different. It not only distinguishes them from the rest but also continues 
to tell the story of Madhya Pradesh in a true earthy and folksy manner.

 This video portrays the diversity of tourist locations in Madhya Pradesh and the narrative of the 
commercial captures key landmarks of the state. The black shadows of the hands speaking to the audience 
against the white screen give it a more attractive look.

Finally to wind up Madhya Pradesh, a land dedicated to royal palaces, marble rocks, to spiritual journeys to 
get in touch with our inner self or to enjoying the joys of life in every mood, then aptly justifies the slogan of 
the ad ‘MP ajab hai, sabse gajab hai’

Slogan of the Ad Campaign: “MP Ajab Hai,  Sabse Gazab Hai
Ad Rating: 5/5
Ad agency: Ogilvy and Mather
Production House: Foot Candles Film Pvt. Ltd

 Tourism the Musical Way 

When the Beatles churned out the infectious hit “The Long and Winding Road” in 1970, it was all about the 
flip side of travel. It was not about going, but was about coming home. As most of us stay away from home, this 
song can trigger nostalgia and give a bittersweet relief upon travelling back home. Did John Lennon and Paul 
McCartney ever realize that while penning the song down that they are not only getting themselves a hit but are 
also giving fodder for increasing tourism and travel? I doubt the Beatles could have ‘hummed’ this out but today 
the impact of music on tourism has been recognized, acknowledged and used as a catalyst for tourism marketing 
and management.

Ever experienced the feeling where you were singing along to Bob Dylan’s ‘Gotta Travel on’ or John Denver’s 
‘Leaving on a Jet Plane’ and you suddenly felt like packing your essentials (ear phones and music player a must) 
and heading to where ever destiny takes you? We all know this feeling and have made impulsive travels to places 
and tend to revive those memories through music. This behavior is now being studied by Boston University so 
that a comprehensive music-tourism marketing strategy can be ‘driven’ in.

Music festivals are another key driving factor that boosts tourism. Music has been used as a tool to capture even 
the people who lack the criteria for being potential tourists. Even places that have no historical significance 
can encash upon cultural arts and empower itself to become a destination that is much sought after by tourists. 
World tours, Stage shows, music festivals, music tours, road shows have given opportunities to create attractive 
packages that help market places that erstwhile would not have been travelled to. It is said figuratively that music 
takes you places and I see this happening in a more literal sense today! 

 Why do youngsters want to flock to Goa in the winter month December? It is because they want to get ‘sun 
burnt.’ Yes, I am talking about the music festival SUNBURN that has made Goa synonymous to having fun.  Goa 
has now become the official party capital of India with the onset of SUNBURN- a three day music festival getting 
in legends like Paul Van Dyke, Funkagenda and Axwell to name a few.  It has increased tourism like never before 
by getting bigger and better every year and generating tourists from all around the mother earth. An era has 
ushered in where new music-tourism marketing strategies are being inculcated and the significance of cultural 
arts and their impact on tourism is strongly being realized. Globe-trotters have found solace in music and 
tourism departments are certainly not complaining.

The significance that music plays in visitor economy has not yet been well 
defined or understood. From the perspective of an economy, music not only 
provides revenues for event organizers but also brings in income and jobs to 
much wider groups.
So the next time you are travelling just sing along to Elvis Presley’s “Gonna 
travel, gonna travel wild and free... I am gonna pack my bags because this great 
big world is calling me.” 
Happy travelling!
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MARKETING Mantras

The Indian Tourism Industry

Tourism is one of the key drivers of a nation’s 
economy. In India, this industry stands in the second 
spot in terms of revenue generation and contribution 
to the GDP. As of date, this industry has 6.23% 
contribution in the GDP and provides employment 
to over 8% of the population. The industry is 
estimated to be worth over US$200 billion and is 
growing at about 9.34% annually. This meteoric rise 
is its growth rate has resulted in substantial forex 
earnings and will eventually hold the top spot in the 
coming years. Foreign tourists spend more in India 
than anywhere else in the world. Tourist arrivals 
from other countries have been more than 22% even 
a year ago. This has been possible both because of 
the increasing disposable income of people and the 
conscientious efforts of the Ministry of Tourism. 

The ‘Incredible India’ project enhanced the footfalls in many of the less explored and unpopular places, in turn helping 
these places’ economies. Similarly, many such advertising campaigns have projected India’s culture in a very colorful, 
fresh and memorable way. This initiative in itself has created the major chunk of tourist attractions. Further, segmenting 
the tourism industry into Medical tourism (growing by over 30% annually), eco-tourism, spiritual tourism, spa 
tourism, and adventure tourism has gone down well with preferences of the foreign tourists, catering to their specific 
needs. In the process, the tourism has helped the growth of other sectors such as handicrafts, horticulture, agriculture, 
construction, etc. Already blessed with diverse flora and fauna and diverse geographical locales which have attracted 
tourists from across the globe, the conversion of palaces, forts and monuments into world class hotels have created a 
different hotel- experience for the high-end tourists. Today India is considered to be one of those few places, where the 
mega rich, neuvo rich are ready to splurge any amount for the Indian tourism experience.

But India’s full potential is yet to be realized when we compare it with other major tourist destinations. For example, the 
hotel capacity in India is 95,000 rooms against 4.8 million in the US and 1.2 million in China. Even though our aviation 
sector has liberalized, we have 91 airports across India, compared to 293 and 1445 in China and the US respectively. 
Looking at the growing middle class and its increased spending capacity, there is huge growth potential for Indian 
domestic and outbound markets.
India tourism accounts for 5.1 million tourist arrivals compared to China which had 50.9 million two years ago. We also 
have micro concerns, which are related to the visitor numbers. For instance, Goa has 40 pristine beaches compared to 
just 17 in Phuket; and yet, Goa’s foreign tourist arrivals are only 0.3 million against 3.5 million in Phuket. Our product 
base is larger than other competing nations, but we still lag behind. The key to larger growth numbers is going to be a 
laser beam approach to promote our destinations through planned packaging in specific markets.  The future of tourism 
in India is certainly bright but we do have a long road ahead. Development of quality infrastructure will be the key to 
India’s harnessing her full tourism potential. The Ministry of Tourism has been very supportive to the fraternity efforts, 
and now visa on arrival is slowly becoming a reality. India’s tourism market is showing signs of maturity, with state 
tourism boards luring the consumers through their creative marketing campaigns, even the lesser marketed regions like 
Chhattisgarh, Orissa and West Bengal are gaining ground for their authentic local experiences.

Some exciting new trends that will have a positive impact in the development of 
India tourism, over the next two years, are those of adventure and responsible 
tourism. India’s pledge to sustainable tourism development has led to the 
industry waking up to the need for doing its bit of giving back to society 
through CSR and environment protection. The Internet has also added a new 
dimension to the business of travel with websites being used as a primary source 
of information and booking. The way forward for India tourism would be to 
have a streamlined approach so that we can widen the scope of the industry.

Livery

In the context of Corporate and product branding, Marketing communications -  Originally, 
the provision of food and clothing for retainers in aristocratic house- holds. Today, the term is 
applied to a company’s branding and house style, and the distinguishing aspects of a company’s 
appearance. This includes product logos, badges and packaging, delivery vehicle design, store 
fronts and showroom designs, staff uniforms

 Monopsony

A situation in which there is only one purchaser of a product or service. In this case, the 
purchaser can also be the distributor, as with stores owned by a government.

Nielsen Retail Index

A retail auditing-services offered by A C Nielsen Ltd, an international research organization. The 
index comprises information and analysis on retailers’ purchases, stocks, prices and promotions. 
This subsequently indicates market size, market shares and other information important to 
manufacturers and suppliers subscribing to the service.

 Omnibus survey

An ongoing general field survey on topics of the moment, with a number of questions on 
advertising or marketing topics added to it. The commercial questions are sponsored by 
marketers or advertisers. Whereas the general parts of the questionnaire may cover current 
political or economic issues, those on advertising or marketing are specific to products, services 
or campaigns. For a sponsor, buying into an omnibus is cheaper than setting up and carrying out 
an individual survey. Participation in an omnibus makes it possible, for example, for an advertiser 
to mid-test or post-test an advertising campaign at modest cost.
By publishing content that shows buyers you understand their problems and can show them   
how to solve them, you build credibility.

- Ardath Albee, Author of EMarketing Strategies

 Net paid circulation

The number of newspapers or magazines actually sold. This figure does not include 
complimentary copies of the publication, or unsold copies. Independent auditing by the Audit 
Bureau of Circulations is widely, possibly universally, accepted by publishers, advertisers and 
their agencies. Net paid circulation does not apply to readership.
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GUEST EDITOR

Quiz on Tourism Industry

1. Which city do you need to visit if you want to cross the Golden Gate suspension bridge?

2. In which ocean can you find ‘Christmas Island’?

3. Which Indian city is a union territory and the capital of two Indian states?

4. The first casino in India is in which state?

5. Which Indian city is known as the ‘City of palaces’?

6. What is the name of India’s largest museum and where is it located?

7. Where is the famous Golden Temple located?

8. Which is tallest mountain in the world?

9. Which country has the highest level of tourism in the world?

10. Which is the oldest cathedral in the world?

            
            

                    Answers

1. San Francisco
2. Indian Ocean (A territory of Australia)
3. Chandigarh – Capital of Punjab and Haryana
4. Goa
5. Mysore
6. Indian Museum – Kolkata (Calcutta)
7. Amritsar
8. Mt. Everest
9. France
10. Aachen Cathedral – founded in 936 AD

Tourism

One of the biggest charms of Indian Tourism is its architecture and wealth of historic monuments. The list of 
these heritage monuments is endless.

Tourism has become a popular global leisure activity. India’s tourism industry is experiencing a strong period of 
growth driven by the burgeoning Indian middle class, growth in high spending foreign tourists, and coordinated 
government campaigns to promote ‘Incredible India.’

India is expected to see an inflow of 10 Million international tourists by 2012, up from just 5Million in 2010. 
Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and Rajasthan are the leading tourism destinations in 
India in terms of total tourist arrivals. India has been promoting its healthcare tourism by providing the visitors 
with private healthcare facilities. It is expected that the total market for medical tourism will reach US$ 2 Billion 
by 2012, representing a CAGR of 60.69%. The economic growth of the Country is augmenting Business Tourism 
in the country. India is poised to emerge as the 2nd fastest growing (8.8%) tourism economy in the world over 
2005-14 according to the World Travel & Tourism. India is also recognized as ‘A year round destination spot.’

The diversity of India’s natural and cultural richness provides the basis of wide range of tourist products and 
experiences, which embraces business, leisure, culture, adventure, spiritual, eco tourism and other pursuits. 
India is home to one of the Seven Wonders of the World viz the ‘Taj Mahal’ which attracts significant amount 
of global tourists annually. 

Some of the New Up-coming Tourism Products are -

•	 Monsoon magic -focus on months from April to October.
•	 Rural & village tourism -the tourism ministry is laying special emphasis on infrastructure development in 

various rural destinations in India.
•	 Medical tourism -the Indian Healthcare Delivery market is estimated at US$18.7 billion. The industry is 

growing at about 13 per cent annually.
•	 Wellness & Spa tourism –Luxurious world class health spas are mushrooming across the country.
•	 Luxury tourism –e.g. Palace on Wheels, Palaces.
•	 Adventure tourism –with emphasis on eco-tourism.
•	 MICE –convention centres coming up in the metro cities.

Finally to finish with a few suggestions that we have to give to the Tourism Ministry would be -

•	 Allow corporate sponsorship for Heritage building.
•	 We need to create an experience and not merely a sight-seeing spot.
•	 Build greater roads and access points.
•	 India should go for aggressive tourism marketing strategies.
•	 Lastly it should try and sell the niche tourism separately.
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MArkeTIng Club CorporATe InTerfACe

Date: 04/03/2012

Most of the marketing students are required to be in 
sales role during their summer internships, therefore 
a sales training was organized by the Marketing 
Department. 

Mr. Kasturi, a veteran with over 20 years of experience 
in sales in Xerox, conducted a day long work shop and provided an in-depth understanding of sales; 
the focus was mainly on B to B sales. 

The discussion mainly revolved on the six aspects of sales i.e., SPANCO which stands for:

S – Suspect
P – Prospect
A – Approach
N – Negotiate
C – Closure
O – Order

Suspect: Here the job of the sales man is to investigate about the particular account or customer. 
Here he has to check the contact person, authority, money capability of the company etc.

Prospect: Here the sales man has to decide as to whether has to move forward or to drop. Once 
decided he has to focus on building good relationship, i.e., prospecting of the account takes place

Approach: Sales people have to be in constantly in touch with the customers to find out the 
competitors in the account. They need to handle pricing and build good relationship with other 
teams such as purchases, accounts, etc.

Negotiate: Pricing negotiation takes place keeping a check on profit margin, target and customers.

Closure: this involves coming to consent on terms and condition and closing the deal.

Order: Here the purchase order comes into picture. The order has to be collected and customer 
expectations have to be met

Hence if the above said procedure is followed then the probability of getting the deal will be higher. 
Apart from theory there was role play, where in we were made to act as salesman which gave us a 
feel of the real business scenario. All in all it was a good learning and it added significant value.
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“In the middle ages people were tourists because of their religion, whereas now 
they are tourists because tourism is their religion.”

- Robert Runcie


